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Burundi: Govt Sets Sights On Oil 

4 August 2008 

Bujumbura — Burundi could become a leading oil and 

minerals exporter of the region following a protracted 

exploration and prospecting exercise kicked off by 

government recently. 

According to Burundi's Director for Geology and Mines 

Mr. Damien Riragonya Burundi potentially large oil 

deposits are said to be existing on the Burundi side of Lake 

Tanganyika area. 

Oil sips have been sighted and satellite images have added 

weight to earlier studies. Oil has been sighted on the 

Rusiszi basin along the border with the DRC. Interest has 

grown in exploring Burundi's oil and already companies 

have flown in and laid papers to government for 

exploration and prospecting licences. "We have four 

applications for oil exploration. We have divided the oil 

zones into four blocks. Three blocks are in the lake area, 

i.e. BCD and Kisizi Basin Delta as a Block A. Block D has 

been awarded to Surestream Petroleum. 

Surestream Petroleum is a private exploration and 

production company headquartered in London. At the 

moment for many various reasons, mining in predominantly 

in the hands of artisanal mining groups, earning only a 

paltry over a million dollars... 

Prominent of which is the instability that hit the country 

and lack of a comprehensive strategic framework for the oil 

and mining industry. 

But thanks to a renewed interest by government, and a need 

to diversify the economy away from agriculture, the 

department of mines and geology is working overdrive to 

revive and grow this industry to a billion dollar industry 

employing over a million people. 

The East African Business Week visited the department in 

 
It is now time to uncover our wealth.  

Nature brought much of commerce to a 
halt when the blackness of volcanic ash 

clouds covered much of Western Europe.  
Today, we see blackness of crude oil 

threatening the Gulf Coast of the US.  

When the Creator has provided a way 
forward, we must know that hour and 

seize it. 
 

Eugene Jackson, an African American 
businessman living in South Africa stated, 
"This could be the single greatest, Promised 
Land on earth for African business people, if 
we talk together, we could takeover this 
country from the whites who own the 

economy."   He was referring to African 

Americans and Black South Africans 

collaborating together.   
 

 

 
2010 Gulf of Mexico Offshore Oil Platform 

Explosion and Sinking 
 

This week, we have been captivated by the 
BP offshore oil explosion and its aftermath 

in the Gulf Coast region.  You have 
probably heard about the 5,000 barrels of 

oil leaking from beneath the ocean floor 
and threatening to destroy much of the 
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Bujumbura and had an indepth discussion with the with 

Director General of Mines and Geology 

Engineer Damien Rirangoya who explained that the 

country was endowed with unknown quantities of nickel, 

cobalt, tangsten, tantalum, gold, tantalum, casterine (tin), 

cobalt, and peat. 

Prospects exist for uranium, and oil prospecting is 

underway. 

Lots of nickel deposits exist in Burundi in the Musongati 

region in Central and south eastern parts of the country. 

We signed a contract in 1999 with an Australian company 

Andeover Resources NL. They stopped work because of 

insurgency. They were charged with carrying out a 

feasibility study for three years and did not deliver. In June 

2007, government terminated their contract. However, 

Andeover has now sued the government at the International 

Chamber of Commerce in Paris. 

Apart from that we have many companies that have shown 

interest and some have arrived and are carrying out 

feasibility studies, prospecting and others actual activity. 

In 2006, the government granted a permit to do research on 

nickel. There are potentially huge deposits of nickel in the 

north eats of the country, known as the nickel belt. An 

international company Danyland Ltd working with a BHP 

Bilton, have taken up the venture to exploit nickel here. 

In the southern Makamba region, BHP has also been 

granted a mining permit to mine Nickle. In 2004, another 

company a British company, Mineral Search of Africa was 

given a permit for nickel in Rutovu near Musongati. 

Vanadaium deposits exist in Mukanda). A permit has been 

granted to International Gold Exploration AB from 

Sweden. 

International Gold Exploration AB has been granted a 

permit to prospect for gold in the north west of the country 

in Butara area in 2006. Another company operating in the 

most pristine marine life and fishing waters 
in the United States.  The explosion on this 

oil platform killed 11 workers.  As if that 
wasn’t enough bad news, we then hear 

about another much smaller offshore 
platform overturning in the Gulf of Mexico 

region in Louisiana.  Weeks earlier, the 

lives of 29 coal miners were lost in West 
Virginia.  Energy is extremely important 

for industrialized nations that rely heavily 
on machinery to do the work humans once 

would do.  We now have almost totally 
automated factories complete with robots 

and computers that direct the flow of 
manufacturing of all sorts of items from 

caps for your soda bottles to aircrafts.  The 
United States requires a huge amount of 

energy to power the manufacturing that 
remains in the country.  Africa is the 

continent that is the biggest target for the 
source of that energy for the 21st century.  

This means we, as Black people, with 

somewhat recent origins from Africa, must 
become key players.  Becoming key 

players requires that we prepare right now 
for the opportunities that are and will 

certainly become more available.  
Preparing means you must immediately 

cease and stop trying to live a “dream”, 
that is, living beyond your means by 

acquiring credit for a house that is too 
expensive, a car that is beyond your needs 

and budget; taking vacations that serves 
only to pacify and impress while leaving 

you in huge debt to the Wall Street 
bankers.  I prefer to take a fact finding 

vacation to Burundi to explore all of the 

potentials of partnering with strategic 
resources that can bring a better life for 

them and a better life for Black 
communities here in the US.  We should be 

ashamed in allowing other ethnic groups to 
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same area was given a licence for gold. Caracal Gold, an 

American firm, has started operations. 

International Gold has similarly been given a permit for 

uranium exploration in the Musongati area. 

We also have deposits of peat in the Kagera area north east 

of the country. This is being handled by the National Office 

for Peat. Peat has been exploited since 1978 and consumed 

100% by the army and police as fuel energy. About 10,000 

tonnes is mined annually. 

Another mineral with in Burundi is bastnaesite, used in the 

manufacture of electronic parts. This was mined between 

1948 and 1978. It is no longer commercially viable. 

Government is looking at more areas for exploitation as 

studies show that it exists in other places in the country. 

Tin, tantalum and tungsten deposits exist in the northern 

part of the country and government is looking for investors 

in this area. 

According to Rirangonya, cement rocks are spread out 

through out the country. Phosphate is also available but has 

been discovered very deep in the ground and the 

department is still looking at the commercial viability of the 

mineral. 

We are now reviewing the mining code expected in 

October. The project is being financed by the World Bank 

and PAGE (Economic Management Support Programme - 

(EMSP). 

In the mining code, we are looking at lowering the fiscal 

terms required by investors. Under the existing code, they 

were too high for investors. We want it lowered from 7% 

and make it conducive for investors. 

Today acquiring a mining licence is much easier. 

Once a company makes an application to the department, it 

is studied by the relevant authorities and experts and sent to 

cabinet and parliament for debate and onward transmission. 

capitalize on and economically rape the 
countries of Africa while we live a life of 

credit here in America paying interest to 
those who often profit from Africa’s 

mineral wealth. 
 

The focus of this analysis is Burundi but I 

cannot articulate about Burundi without 
dealing with us, what’s in our yard and the 

infant mentality that often occupies our 
thinking.  Because of the way many of you 

think, you can earn a good wage but be in 
debt to the children of your fore-parents’ 

slave masters.   
 

What’s In Your Yard? 
Very often, we experience a lack of 

knowledge among us of the vast amount of 
resources we already have, not knowing 

what’s in our yard.  Whether it is the huge 
collective income that Blacks earn in the 

United States or the mind numbing 
abundance of key strategic resources 

within the vast stretches of the African 
continent, we have, generally, been bad 

stewards.  We have not managed well 

what we have.  When we fail to better 
manage the large amount of financial 

resources in our possession, this is bad 
stewardship.  When we do not take 

advantage of educational resources that 
are available to us, this is bad stewardship.  

Older Black men and women are suppose 
to be investing in the next generations but 

are too often pampering and soothing their 
own addictions to the “American Dream”. 

White society sells the Black woman the 
“dream” and she demands that, if she has 

a Black man, he must pursue that 
“dream”.  It is time to wakeup, put away 

the “dream” and exercise practicality.  

When we do this, we no longer have to 
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Since 2006, we have signed concessions with many 

companies have made invitations for many others. In the 

last four years we have received lots of applications. 

http://allafrica.com/stories/200808050119.html  

 

beg.  We can then fund our own events 
and our own non-profit ventures.  I 

remember a few years ago when I joined 
the African Heritage Unity Celebration 

committee that there was much talk about 
acquiring corporate funding for this annual 

event.  I advised that if we, as Black 

people, are going to rise beyond 
dependency on corporate White America, 

we must first go in our own pockets 
and fund what is important to us.  That 

is the only way what’s important to you is 
going to have staying power and not be 

cast about according to the whims of White 
corporate America.  If you get corporate 

funding then it’s the gravy but you have 
already supplied the meat yourself.  Sadly, 

miseducation has 
taught many of us 

to have an 
unhealthy level of 

dependency,  

and this applies to 
the most educated 

among us.  Afterall, 
the most intelligent 

and learned among 
us are judged by 

how the majority 
are fairing.  It’s a 

very sad day when 
a young Black man 

will decapitate the head of his mother and 
then go to church and play the drums.  We 

must not allow our youth to be sacrificed 
to appease the “gods” of the land in which 

we live.  There must be better nurturing of 

our inheritance, that which comes from us, 
our children. 

 
Once we have knowledge of what’s already 

in our yard, it is then time to prepare to 

 
Jumar D. Henry of 
Jacksonville, Florida 
decapitated the head of his 
43-year-old mother 
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grow and bring greater value to it, and 
then grow it within your Black 

communities.  Maximizing those resources 
means we must have more of our Black 

youth finishing high school and then 
completing trade school or college.  Since 

the inception of African slavery in America, 

white men allowed great liberty to leaders 
within the Black Church.  When we do not 

maximize the full potential of the religious 
institution, this is bad stewardship.  The 

Black Church’s primary agenda must not 
be what they call “salvation”.  When we 

gain knowledge of what’s in our yard, the 
next step is to bring greater value to it. 

 
Infant Mentality 

Blacks in the US are more likely to spend 
large portions of their earnings on 

automobiles, their looks (clothes, hair, 
face, and nails), homes they can barely 

pay the mortgage on, entertainment 

gadgets, and elaborate vacations and 
conferences.  This mentality applies to 

Blacks regardless of their socio-economic 
and educational status.  In the recent past, 

the middle class Blacks were into the $200 
tennis shoes, as were the wealthy and the 

poor.  They, generally, have a rich taste of 
consumerism in common.  On the other 

hand, let’s take a considerable number of 
white folks whether it is their church or 

business, they are keenly looking at Africa.  
This is especially true of Europeans, 

although this focus is now growing among 
white Americans.  While these people look 

at ways to enrich themselves their family 

and friends, Black folk often rely on 
government creating a means for them.  

This should be a part of it but it must not 
be the main mode for progress any longer 

for Black people in the US.  This requires 
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working together to accomplish for self?  It 
requires having a clear vision for today and 

tomorrow.  That vision is one which 
requires strategic partnerships between 

African people of the Diaspora and African 
people of the African continent.  This is 

why we are going to Burundi in August, 

2010 and you’re invited.  Talk is simple, 
complaining is simple.  Now it is time to 

act and act intelligently. 
 

 
 

 


